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00:36-00:49

So what I want to say … we often talk about those who keep fighting but never win. But there are 
athletes who never lose by definition, but it is rather rare. 

00:49-01:16 On Monday, the news did not mentioned that the rhythmic gymnasts had finished their 
season, and that Evgenia Kanaeva – the Olympic Champion and many times World Champion – once 
again won 5 gold medals out of 5 possible at the last stage of competition in Berlin Masters. She simply 
does not have a bad habit of winning less. 

01:16-01:38 The news also did not mention that she, together with Daria Kondakova and Daria 
Dmitrieva, are at the top of all possible rank lists of the year, standing at the top of AA and finals rank.

01:38-01:56 Neither was noticed is that one very smart and refined Italian who knows and understands 
a lot about RG and art once called Evgenia’s performance “cosmic”. Moreover, he compared her 
performance with the masterpieces of Michelangelo. 

01:56-02:02 Bruno Grandi is that Italian. He is the President of FIG. 

02:02-02:22 Actually this comment was absolutely objective because, as President of FIG, he cannot 
judge gymnasts’ performances according to his emotions if it does not correspond to the objective 
reality. 

02:22-02:42 This is why, as the season is finally over and it happens that Zhenya has one short day in 
Moscow, she agreed to come to this studio. It is a pity that her personal coach Vera Efremovna 
Shtelbaums could not come along. 

Everyone is tired. Zhenechka, thank you for coming and hello!

02:43 Hello!

02:44 – 02:46 Zhenechka, did you know that Bruno Grandi said this about you?

02:47 -02:50 No, I did not. I have learnt it only just now.

02:52 – 03:05 There are so many victories for the last 4 years and no defeat. All possible titles have been 
taken by you. Aren’t you tired of all this stuff, ie. whirl of tournaments, new start every week?

03:06 -03:22 Well, no. I like performing very much, I love the training process, I love this sport.  It is a joy 
for me to perform, and I am even happier when I see that people who attend the competitions enjoy it. 

03:23-03:33 But it is 8 hours of hard work every single day. You conquered every single title. I bet there 
is no title left which you have not won.  What is all this for? This hard work?
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03:34 – 03:55 First of all, I am not training only for titles; I am training so that people could enjoy our 
sport. Moreover, I love performing which makes all this hard work worthy. 

03:56-04:16 Well, ok. Next week you are leaving for the Gala-Show in Italy. A gymnast of your rank 
would be invited anyway; I am talking about all your titles. But in order to continue competing you have 
to train a lot. Isn’t it easier just to participate in Gala now? 

04:17:04:39 No, it is not. Gala is a show which is held usually when there is no competition, or when 
people do not go to competition due to different reasons. So they are invited to the Gala Show. Well, 
this is for public I would say. 

04:39-04:43 Which elements do you “throw away” in Gala? You have compositions of high difficulty. 

04:44-04:53 You know, I am trying not to skip any element. Because if I skip once then I will skip 
something else and so on, and, as result, the program will not be interesting.

04:54 – 05:20 This season the only little failure you had encountered was with ribbon in Moscow during 
the World Championship. But the rest was as great as always. How can you keep in such great shape all 
the time? How is it possible?  I think no athlete is without “breakdown”.

05:21-05:46 It happens to me, too. This was when I made that mistake during the ribbon routine. And I 
am thankful that it happened in qualification round, not on the day of AA. I think it was a kind of sign for 
me that I should perform more carefully. And, thank God, I had the chance to work on it and perform 
without those mistakes in AA. 

05:47 – 06:21 Just before this interview we have discussed that there is no ideal sport for health. You 
have to deal with big physical stress. I remember that your predecessor Irina Tchachina , who also was 
pupil of your coach Vera Shtelbaums, had great difficulty pirouettes. There was pirouette when she had 
to fall on her knee. Due to this she got knee problems and had to leave sport. How do you avoid injures?

06:22-06:56 First of all, my coaches always look after me. Vera Efremovna is trying to choose the kind of 
elements which will not “break” me. Irina Aleksandrovna (Viner) is taking a lot of care of our health. She 
is buying sophisticated devices so that we can always stay healthy. Of course, it also depends on the 
gymnast, and each organism is unique. Well, regretfully, things can happen. 

06:57-07:17 I know Irina Aleksandrovna very well and I respect her. And her words about gymnastics 
family are not just a phrase; it is her love, her home. What does this home mean to you? Do you feel it?

07:18 – 07:30 Of course we do. Honestly speaking, by this moment I cannot imagine my life without 
gymnastics. Gymnastics is the most important thing for me now.

07:32 -07:53 What does Irina Aleksandrovna tell you after competition? I know that Vera Efremovna is 
like a mother to you. And what about Irina Aleksandrovna? I know that during this year she has never 
said Evgenia Kanaeva, she always says “Our Zhenechka! Our Zhenechka Kanaeva!”

07:54-08:12 Well, after less successful competition she always tries to cheer me up, and after more 
successful performance she says nice words and praises. 

08:13-08:26 Figuratively speaking, you arrived to Novogorsk “in addition” to Ira Tchachina. They took 
the little girl from Omsk, the talented one, so that she would not be lost.
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08:27 – 08:57 I would not say this because, firstly, I was selected for the Youth team of Russia, and I was 
trained by Amina Zaripova and Natasha Kukushkina. Then, in about 1-1,5 year, Vera Efremovna took me 
to Novogorsk, with Irina Viner’s agreement. Vera Efremovna trained me in the mornings and evenings, 
or during breaks of other gymnasts in order not to disturb them. 

08:58 – 09:06 You were selected for national senior team one year before the Olympics, I mean the 
same year. And you were 16…

09:07-09:09 Not 16, I was 18 at that moment. 

09:10 –09:23 18… For half a year there was no big result, and then half a year before the Olympics 
something happened and you started winning everything. 

09:24-09:41 No, why? I achieved everything gradually. Vera Efremovna was supervising that I would 
simply improve and improve. The situation turned that way. I even do not know what it depended on.

09:42 – 09:49 So is it like you made up your mind in a special way? What feelings did you have?

09:50-10:09 You know, I cannot even explain it now. I think I was striving for that, I wanted it. Moreover, 
many people worked with me, put a lot of efforts in me. Perhaps, that is why everything happened this 
way. 

10:10-10:25 Zhenya, Irina Aleksandrovna has talked a lot about your achievement that you have not had 
any defeat for the past 3,5 years. It is a type of achievement which should be put in the Guinness Book 
of Records. What has happened with that?

10:26-10:27 I do not know.

10:28 – 10:29 Have they ever come? Have they contacted you?

10:29 No.

10:37 – 10:43 You and other girls always say that the only thing you have to wrestle with is yourselves. Is 
it truth?

10:44-10:48 Yes, it is the most important in our sport.

10:49-10:58 Wasn’t it a pity for you that your career peak did not happen at the same time as that of  
Anna Bessonova?

10:59 – 11:01 Why? She had career peak and ...

11:02 – 11:12 Yes, she did. But your careers rise did not fit in her time frame. You appeared a little later 
when Bessonova was no longer in her best shape. She had declined. And Kanaeva was rising.

11:13-11:22 I would not say she was in decline. She competed at a very high level. And she was in great 
shape. I cannot say she was on decreasing “mode”.
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11:25 –11:49 Ok. In competitions, you always participate in all finals and in all AA. And, honestly 
speaking, everyone is expecting another Olympic medal from you. As we know, the Olympic program 
includes only Individual All-Around medal. Is it worth consuming your energy to participate in all finals? 

11:50 –12:19 Everyone is expecting gold medal, not just from me but from Russia. And, in order to 
represent the country to compete in the Olympics, first of all it is necessary to be selected for the team. 
At this moment we cannot say who is the number one in our team and who is number 2 or 3. Neither 
have we known who will go to the Olympics. This is why we have many starts and, by their results, we 
will see. 

12:19 – 12:21 Do you want to be chosen for the Olympics?

12:22-12:25 Of course!!! It’s a dream of every athlete.

12:25 – 12:32 Yes, I understand. But you have already had one Olympics in your career.  You have tasted 
all those feelings. Why do you want one more?

12:32 –12:45 Why? What do you mean “why”? It is an unexplainable feeling. I am dreaming. I wish I can 
feel it once again and receive those beautiful feelings.

12:45 – 12:48 And what is it, the “unexplainable” feelings?

12:49 –12:58 It is unexplainable, really. It is a storm of emotions, joy and many other things. 

13:00 – 13:06 But you know it was your first Olympic Games, you were young, light and now you have 
gained experience.

-13:06 (Zhenya laughing ) hahaha, and now heavier ... 

13:07-13:23 Nooo!!!Now you have gained experience and years. And, you know that years can lead to 
some physical tiredness.  So, when do you think it was easier for you to work, before or after the Beijing 
Olympics?

13:24 –14:00 Well, it is not like it is hard to work. I have “bags of strength” like my coach loves saying. I  
think it is not that easy to stay in good shape all the time and not to show weakness; because everyone 
cavils at leaders but not new fresh gymnast.

14:00 –14:06 “Show weakness” is to eat excessively or not to finish training?

14:07 – 14:15 Not enough training. It is necessary to be in shape and maintain weight, and to behave 
with dignity on the carpet.

14:16 – 14:43 There are many talks and discussions about RG’s future in the Olympics at the moment. 
Do you see any perspective for your sport in the Olympics? Does it make any sense of arguing if it is 
necessary to leave RG in the Olympic program? Is it necessary to stop those discussions?

14:44 – 14:54 Yes, it is. Because RG is one the most beautiful sports and in my opinion it must be 
present in the Olympic program. 

14:55 – 15:19 Now the gymnasts have extremely difficult routines which appear like dance. But actually 
it is one difficult element followed by another one of higher difficulty. How much longer can this pursuit  
of difficulty continue?
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15:20 –15:56 Well… first of all, there is no limit for perfection. And thankfully we have great 
choreographers who create these unique programs which we bring to life on the carpet. They are Irina 
Zenovka, and Lucy Dimitrova from Bulgaria. They create all these unique things, and some (more than 
half) we cannot even execute; they have rich imagination. Well, we are trying hard and let’s hope we 
will manage to perform those things. 

15:56 – 16:15 Question from an engineer from Belgium:”You perform abroad a lot. And you talk a lot on 
how important it is to have attention and support from the audience. Has there been any remarkable 
thing that you remember the most from you encounter with fans? ”

16:16 – 16:37 I adore the audience because it is much better to perform with their support.  Sometimes 
it happened that people came up with confessions of love, and almost cried. I think that is the most 
beautiful thing that can happen in our sport.

16:38 – 16:59 Next question. To this date the main rivalry in RG exists between Russia, Ukraine, and 
Belarus. In your opinion, are there gymnasts from other different countries who can reach you? 

17:00 – 17:26 Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and there are lots of other countries actually. 
Everybody is improving and gaining experience. They learn from us and go for training sessions in 
Belarus and other leading countries. So I think there will be many gymnasts capable of competing for 
first 3 places in the near future.

17:27 – 17:42 58 countries participated in WCH in Moscow. Not taking in account of the gymnasts from 
the former Soviet Republics and CIS, did you see any interesting gymnast from abroad?

17:43 – 17:52 It is a pity that I cannot say because I did not watch the competitions. I saw only the 
group’s finals.

17:53 – 17:59 But probably you see the performance of another gymnast, you learn from one another, 
and you ask something from one another.

18:00 – 18:34 (Skip this part: interviewer talks about some football news)

18:35 – 18:48 Zhenya, by the way, you have trainings in Novogorsk just by the side of the football teams. 
Do you visit them? I remember that “Angi” (Анжи – football team) visit the RG gymnasium sometimes.

18:49 – 18:55 Well, at this moment there is no football player in the Novogorsk center. Anyway we do 
not have time watching their trainings. 

18:57 – 18:58 So they do not come over?

18:59  No.

18:59 – 19:03 Well, the “Angi” players were just stuck with the windows when the girls were in training. 

19:08 – 19:23 Zhenya, I am going to ask you a question which is probably a bit more provocative. It is 
said that there is no champion with easy temper. What do you think? Do you give a lot of troubles to 
your coaches?

19:24 – 19:35 I think I do. A lot. Sometimes I cannot handle my emotions and my coach needs to put in a 
lot of efforts to calm me down. 
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19:36 –19:38 Can you make a row (dispute) in the gymnasium?

19:39 – 19:42 I would not call it dispute but sometimes I can make up something.

19:43 – 19:45 For example? 

19:46 – 20:12 Well, sometimes when emotions have taken control over me because something does not 
go smoothly, I can start panicking. The coaches will then try to calm me down. Or, in contrast, when I 
think “Yes!! I did it!!!” and then go to the TV watching my exercise (we have TV where our trainings are 
filmed), I notice what I thought I had been doing well for 2 hours actually still did not turn out right. And 
then, finally, on the TV I also could see the mistakes I made. It happens when emotions have taken 
control over you.

20:13 – 20:27 Once you were accused of being a “not social” person. Well, I do not notice it here.  Do 
you consider yourself to be a social person, a person who is opened to meeting people and the media?

20:28 – 20:45 I think that I am an open person and I am always ready for interview or meeting my fans 
when I have the opportunity. Well, if there is no opportunity for that then I cannot. 

20:46 – 20:48 You go home tomorrow. For how long will you stay there?

20:49 – 20:54 One week....um..5 days.

20:55 – 21:17 By the way, Omsk RG center has held a strong position at the national level as well as the 
international level. There was Irina Tchachina, and now Evgenia Kanaeva. Are there some other 
gymnasts about to come?

21:18 – 21:45 There is Ksenia Dudkina. She was in the youth-group who participated in the Youth 
Olympic Games in Singapore and won gold. Now she is trying to get into the senior group. She has 
chance and other girls have chance too. 

21:46 – 21:52 This is the school of unique beauty of lines (of body).

21:52 –22:03 I would not say I have “clean” body lines, I would say I have problems with that. This is 
what my coach is working hard on. 

22:04 – 22:08 Which apparatus routine is your favorite? Which one are you ready to perform and 
perform until you are exhausted?

22:09 – 22:10 I adore all of them.

22:11 – 22:13 Alina Kabaeva preferred ball. 

22:14 – 22:28 No, I like all of them. There is always something special I can find in each apparatus. There 
is something new and interesting that can be done and different characters shown. So I like all of them.

22:29 – 22:49 Well, character is character but you have such a difficult composition. Only you and the 2 
Darias – Daria Dmitrieva and Daria Kondakova – perform the routines with difficulties in the world. 

22:50 –23:40 I would not say it. Besides me and Darias, there are many other gymnasts who execute 
very difficult elements which are even more difficult than ours. The thing is in “cleanness” of execution 
of elements and some bonuses we do; it is important because judges can deduct points for that. There 
are strong girls who have very difficult elements. Ie. Melitina Stanuta and Luba Cherkashyna from 
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Belarus, who perform very difficult things. Aliya Garaeva from Azerbaijan has many tricks, and of course 
Uliana Trofimova who executes just “supernatural” elements. Therefore, I cannot say at least about 
myself that I have the most difficult program. 

23:41 – 23:46 Zhenya, how long is your vacation - not taking in account this week at home?

23:47 10 days.

23:51 – 23:54 What program should we expect for next season? What do you want to change in your 
program?

23:55 –23:57 It is a secret. You will see it next season. 

23:58 – 24:03 Isn’t it a secret that how much will difficulty increase?

24:04 – 24:15 Of course, program will be more difficult and music will be changed. I hope it will be 
interesting for the audience. 

24:16 – 24:23 Selection for the Olympics will start next year. What feelings do you have about it?

24:24 – 24:27 The most wonderful. 

24:28 – 24:31 Is Kanaeva as always ready to win?

24:32 – 24:37 I am ready to perform, to enjoy it and to do everything that makes people enjoy my 
performance. 

24:38 – 25:05 This is said by the girl who is at the top of 5 rank lists, stands as the number 1 gymnast in 
the world according to her total results of all starts, and was not defeated in any of these starts. 
Zhenechka, good luck to you and thanks a lot that you found time and came here.

25:06 –25:09 Thank you very much. It was a pleasure chatting with you. 
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